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A NEW UNIVERSAL
QUICK COUPLING
MB, the Vicenza-based company
world leader in the production and
sale of crusher buckets, never
ceases to amaze: as of 2010, the
company puts its name on a brilliant
idea, the Universal Quick Coupling,
a winning piece of equipment thanks
to which on-site jobs are made as
easy as possible. A new accessory
that once again bears witness to the
company’s relentless efforts to
innovate and be innovative, creating
work tools that are increasingly
cutting-edge, flexible and of basic
use, just like its unique crusher
buckets. Available in seven versions,
depending on the excavator and the
pin on which it is assembled, the

new Universal Quick Coupling MB
allows all kinds of equipment, from
the crusher bucket to the hammer,
from the traditional bucket to the
drill, to the same excavator, with very
short installation times. This new
product by MB therefore improves
pick-up geometry by reducing the
distance between the excavator arm
and the equipment used, thus
speeding up the jobs carried out on
site. And that is not all. The strain on
the excavator is also diminished,
thanks to reduction of more than
50% of the weight compared to
traditional couplings offered on the
market: suffice it to think that the new
Universal Quick Coupling weighs
about 80 kg, compared to the 150
kg of couplings available today on

the market. This universal coupling is
quick and versatile and makes
assembly operations easy thanks to
the possibility of quickly assembling
the pieces of equipment on both
sides (front and back).
www.mbcrusher.com

MORE TECHNOLOGY,
MORE PERFORMANCES 
Established in 1920 like a family
Company, FMgru is situated in the
larger industrial area of north Italy.
During the 50's, when the economy
was converting from agriculture into
industrial and manufacturing
economy, FMgru was already
working in the welding constuction
and metal structural sector: road
bridges, formworks for precast,
farming machines, pylons to convey
electricity, presses and an
appreciable range of forklift. Crane
production began in 1963 when the
company invested all its financial
and human resources in this activity,
the target  being to reach the very
highest level of specialization in the
lifting field. Nowadays, and thanks to
careful planning and use of the most
advanced technologies, FMgru is a
leader company in this particular
field, able to solve all problems
concerning lifting on the modern
building site. The continuous
technology updating and the
capacity to promptly meet the
market demands, have allowed
FMgru to develope a complete and
diversified range of tower cranes.
The  series FM  TLX " flat top"
cranes, the last born, it is the new
geration of tower cranes: modular
system. The range of jib is from 35 to
85 m,  offers the best current
technology makes available. FMgru
will be in the International Bauma
exhibition from April 19th to 25th
area F 11/1103/3. It will show the FM
2675TLX, FM 1131 RBI, news
winche for lifting and new cab to
improve the comfort and innovative
technology for the operator.  
www.fmgru.it

MULTIPURPOSE DRILLING MACHINERY 
Mait is a world leading manufacturer of foundation
drilling machinery & accessories for almost 60
years. With this experience, Mait has developed a
wide range of multipurpose drilling machinery to
perform different drilling techniques. To satisfy the
customer’s every need, Mait also specializes in
the production of a complete line of drilling tools &
accessories and has introduced a new line of
equipment for Stone Columns and Geothermal
machinery. Mait is quality certified ISO 9001:2000
and is recognized by the world’s top foundation
drilling contractors for excellence in providing the
highest standard of quality, reliability, low
maintenance, superior technical service & after-
sales support. 
www.mait.it

SELF PROPELLED
TRANSPORTER
The Gapo is a new transport system
developed over a period of eight
years by Gavarini one of Italy’s major
distributors and hirers of Potain
cranes. It’s a remote controlled, self-
propelled, 4 wheel steering transport
system which can move cranes over
rough terrain at up to 5 km/h and on
slopes of up to 30°. Since being
unveiled at Saie 2008, Gapo has
proven to be popular with hirers and
haulage contractors to install, load
and unload self-erecting cranes in
order to reach previously
inaccessible positions. In the logistic
sector, indeed, it’s well suited to
rental firms and transport companies
wishing to move semi-trailers on their
own site. Visit us at Bauma 2010
Open-air ground F9, Booth 901/1.
www.gapo.it
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QUALITY IN AGGREGATES TREATMENT
Since 1999 Komplet develops, produces and sell a large range of mini
crushers, mini hammer mills, screens and conveyors belts.
The most marketable machines worldwide are the Komplet Lem Track 4825
and Lem Track 6040. They are mobile mini jaw crushers (on track), powered
by the most updated Isuzu diesel engines and completely remote controlled.
These very compact machines can ensure a production up to 40 ton/h and a
size of mm.0/20 till mm.0/100. Komplet is proud to be the main reference
worldwide for those companies willing to reuse in site all the material coming

from demolition avoiding extra cost for
transport or land filling.
www.komplet.it
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